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Background
➢Millions of people are affected by hand and wrist 
related injuries annually
➢ During rehabilitation, these patients are unable to 
perform basic activities outside of the supervision of 
their physician
➢ There is currently no known device aimed purely at 
performing basic movements without aiding in 
rehabilitation
Design and Prototyping
➢ Prototype Development
➢ Confusion Matrix for Characterization
➢ Computational Analysis (Deformation)
Conclusions 
➢We successfully fabricated an exoskeleton glove via 
computational analysis and 3D printing. 
➢ In vivo test demonstrates real-time, multi-motion classifications 
via finger movements. 
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Objectives
➢ We aim to develop an electromechanical system 
paired with EMGs to provide extra strength and 
mobility where it lacks
➢ We aim to track and display the EMG signals read by 
the electrodes and display them for ease of the 
patient
Project Overview
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Future Plans
➢ Design the ExoHand using the Eden by Stratasys for further 
structural stability.
➢Program to train and perform real-time classification of the EMG 
signals written in C and Python
➢Applies software filters and algorithms to process signals
➢EMG training uses statistical analysis. 
Software and Classification
PQ12 100:1 Linear Actuator with 50N 
max and 10mm/s max speed
Glove attached at fingertips and
palm plate for ease of use
Leading link of finger 
system
Wrist Strap
50N
Circuit Design
+9V, GND, -9V 
power supply
Output pins 
to Raspberry 
Pi
Potentiometer 
to adjust output 
threshold (Min)
Differential Input 
Pins
Differential Op Amps (Stage 1)
Takes in two signals and calculates the 
difference and outputs one signal
Op Amps (Stage 2)
Amplifies signals obtained from stage 1
Op Amps (Stage 3)
Amplifies signals and rectifies them using 
diodes
Op Amp (Stage 4)
Amplifies signals and smooths it to one 
signal threshold to output to Raspberry Pi
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